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Questionnaire 2 on national rules on fair commercial practices

This second questionnaire concerns the other rules on commercial practices which may be unfair to consumers. The key areas of analysis are
advertising and selling methods intended to promote, directly or indirectly, the supply of goods or services to a consumer (i.e. any natural person who
is acting for purposes which are outside his trade, business or profession).  The analysis should examine those legal provisions (legislation, case law,
guidance etc) concerning specific fairness categories identified below as well as legal provisions concerning aftersales practices such as the handling
of consumer complaints by the seller and/or producer. 

Health and safety issues, issues relating to the regulation of weights and measures and contract law (with the exception of one question)  are excluded
from the scope of this questionnaire.

Where the measure is a transposition of an EU directive, please indicate.

Please indicate other areas where national regulation exists which should be included as fairness categories.

In providing your answers, please consider and explain in the ‘Further Comments’ box to what extent mutual recognition could be applied these
areas.
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Subject matter Reference of
provision in
national law

Content – substance of provision Further Comments

Taste and Decency issues
These are included to enhance our
understanding of your legal system. Please
explain (also by means of examples)  how
taste and decency considerations operate
within your legal system when assessing
commercial practices. Provisions in  this
area may include those, for example,
relating to:

– Legal, decent, honest and truthful
content (other than misleading content).

– Discrimination, including that based
upon race, national origin, religion, sex
or age, undermining human dignity.

– Playing on fear.

– Condoning or inciting violence,
encouraging unlawful or reprehensible
behaviour.

– Playing on superstition. 

Undue influence 

� Rules relating to unfair selling
methods such as harassment, coercion,
aggressive selling, exploitation etc

� In particular, techniques used by a
trader to exploit a specific misfortune
of the consumer.

� Provisions relating to children and
young people, particularly exploiting
inexperience or credulity.
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Switching

� Rules relating to unfair and
disproportionate barriers preventing or
making it difficult for a consumer to
change from the use of a certain
product or supplier.

After sale customer assistance

� Do you have any specific legal rules
governing complaint handling?

� What obligations are placed on a
trader to handle consumer complaints?

� Do the provisions address issues such
as the provision of information, the
nature of the mechanism, timing,
failure to handle etc?

� Are there any provisions on mandatory
dispute settlement?

� Any other provisions on after sale
customer assistance?

Code of Conduct/guidance

� What is the legal status of codes of
conduct or other guidance to
accompany legislation?

� How are codes/guidance developed
(e.g. voluntary, co-regulatory or state
sponsored)?

� By whom are they developed and
drawn up?

� If consumers or government are
involved in their development, please
explain how?
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� Do they seek to encourage traders to
go beyond the requirements of
legislation of do they provide a guide
to compliance with the law? Please
give some examples on this.

� Areas to which these codes/guidance
apply (specific rules can be indicated
in other rows where applicable)?

� How are they publicly endorsed, if at
all?

� What is their Legal effect (e.g. in the
case of a breach of a firm commitment
set out in a code)?

� How do you distinguish between soft
and firm commitments? 

� Is there a presumption of conformity
with national law for those traders
complying with the code/guidance?

� Who monitors compliance with codes?

� Enforcement, by whom and what
sanctions?

Pyramid selling

- How is pyramid selling  regulated in
your country?

- How is it defined? 

- How do you distinguish pyramid
selling from multi-level marketing? 
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Other issues

- Who has the burden of proof in
showing whether a practice is unfair or
not?

- How does you legal system delimit
between contract law and unfair
commercial practices generally?

New Economy marketing tools

- Any specific rules - on the practices
referred to above - in relation to
internet methods such as cookies,
power-shopping, co-shopping,
referrals, advertorial contributions,
banners, online auctions and gambling
online.

- Consumer protection provisions
governing mobile telephone
technology such as billing.


